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SoPlay (Social Play among Casual, Cross-Media Contents) is an ongoing research project on
sociability of implicit and explicit games and play in the web, focusing especially in online
social networks and online gambling games. SoPlay is a part of a larger Transformations of
Digital Play -project. The keyword for the project is social playability and the project has
produced new theories and practical tools for both researchers and game developers. The
project is funded by Tekes, University of Tampere, Veikkaus, RAY, Digital Chocolate,
Everyplay and Moido Games.

The project has published numerous peer-reviewed and international publications including
four conference papers, two book chapters, one journal article and one research report. Some
of these publications are currently in print. In addition, the project has gained publicity via
numerous presentations in international conferences in Finland, Sweden, Germany, Austria,
USA, Canada, Hong Kong and Australia.

SoPlay has recognized and analysed various forms of play in web environments, which have
not been designed to be playful or game-like in their original design. These environments
include services such as Wikipedia, YouTube, IRC, Flickr, web forums and image boards (e.g
4chan) to name a few. A common nominator for these services is that they are all social and
playfulness emerges from sociability. Playful creativity has no bounds and even simplest
interfaces can be turned into platforms of spontaneous activities of play.

Online social networks such as Facebook have become increasingly popular during the
SoPlay research project and social network games have become the dominant application
type in Facebook. An online survey (n=134) of Facebook users was mounted and based on
that 18 in-depth interviews were conducted with Facebook users. The aim of this study was to
uncover how Facebook and social network games are used and what role they play in the
everyday life of their users. The interviews reveal how users are social on Facebook.
Preliminary results have already been presented with more in-depth analysis to follow later.

SoPlay heuristics were created to help designers to design and evaluate social network
games. The heuristics are practical analytical tool that provides concrete help in the
development of new sites of online play. Focusing on ten different characteristics of social
network games, this heuristic tool kit helps to structuralize the design space. Conference and
workshop feedback from both researchers and game designers has been positive and
encouraging.

On the theoretical side the project has looked into what actually social play consists of.
Games are only one site of playful activities online. In SoPlay online play has been
approached in a holistic manner, and based on the works of sociologist Erving Goffman and
psychologist Michael Apter a general model has been developed that provides understanding
of all kind of play in online contexts, from playing games in Facebook to grief play in virtual
worlds and to engaging in playful activities in systems such as Wikipedia, Flickr and Google
search. This model has practical implications for the design of all systems that users can have
a playful attitude towards.

Games specifically have also been studied in SoPlay. A framework has been created that
looks at the various aspects of social play in single player games, two-player games,
multiplayer games, massively multiplayer games and the emerging genre of massively single
player online games. This typology helps understand how games foster sociability and how
social play can be employed as part of game design as social interaction is a part of all
games.

Online gambling games have also seen shift towards sociability. Unlike the early asocial
gambling games of the 1990’s, many current online gambling games feature social aspects.
Unlike before, players can now also play against other players and not just against the game
operator. Also, the emergence of skill-based money games has brought up new forms of
online gambling. To conclude, monetary rewards are not always the only motivator to play



online gambling games as social rewards derived from gamer communities can be valued
higher than money.

The SoPlay project is ending in 31st March 2011 and currently the research team is writing out
new conference papers based on the data and analysis gathered in the project. The most up
to date information from the project can be found from the project website,
http:///soplayproject.wordpress.com.
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